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Oîmptar I
Introduction.
Preface*
The thesis Is divided irlto four chapters. The first con­
tains notation and fundamental results. The others contain 
a number of theorems on Riess suiamability, ordinary in the 
second^ absolute in the third and strong in the fourth.
The substance of chapter XI has appeared in the Proceed­
ings of the Glasgow Mathematical Association [2] .
I wish to express my sincere thanks to my supervisor.
Dr* D. Borwein, for suggesting the problems and for his most 
valuable advice and criticism. Also, I wish to express my 
sincere thanks to the Department of Scientific and Industrial 
Research for awarding me a research studentship, and so, 
enabling me to perform the work for this thesis.
L^J DfDorwein and B.L.R.Bhawyer. "On Riess summabllity factors", 
Proc# Glasgow feth. Assoc.. 6, (1961 - 62), 188 - 196 .
1#X Introduction#
The notation Introduoed In this chapter is defined for the 
whole thesis# Other notation will he Introduced as required 
In each subsequent chapter# . ,
bIn all oases, / f is taken to be a Riemann-Stieltje;aintegral, since we only consider cases in which f is 
continuous and çi is of bounded variation.
rAll products, % ëy 9 are defined to have the valuev=l
one, whenever r = 0 .
1*8 lotation* definitions and basic results*
Suppose that a , k are positive numbers# and that p is 
the Integer such that
k-1 I p % *k *
Let M , he finite oonstants, not necessarily the same 
at each occurence, and let 1 be positive#
Let 0(w) , t(w) be functions defined in [^ 0,*») with
absolutely continuous (p+1)^^ derivatives in every interval 
[0,#3 , and let ^(w) be unboundedly increasing#
For a given Infinite series 3 a_ and an unboundedlyn«l ^
increasing sequence of positive nwAers X » ,
Ries3 sums are defined by
Ak(w)
3 (w - X^)^ if X^ < w ,
0 otherwise
and we write
A(w) - Aq(w)
The Hies a mean of type X and order k is defined to be
Ojç(w) « â|^ (i?) #
11#
If
w ) — ÿ s as w — ^ G#
W6 say that Z a Is aumablo by the Rio s 2 method ofn»l
type X and order k to sum s , and write
co>
3 a =* s (R,X,k) .n»l ^
If
/ j^-(k-l) - a I dt « o(w)
we say. that 2 a^ is strongly sumimble by the Blessn»l
method of type X and order k to sum s , and write
CH»
3 = a [B,X,k] .n—1
If
A]^(w) la of bounded variation with respect to w 
in the range » and A^(w) a as
w — ,
we say that % is absolutely summabXe by the Ries an^l ^
method of type X and order k to sum s , and write
3 a„ « s |R,1y,,k| . n«l "
18*
above definition of strong Hi©be summabllity is that 
given by Srivastava [201 * Other definitions are
(i) if ^ n-> if A^(w) ^ B as w — >
and if w . , I r/ j t t""^  A^(t ) I dt - o(w)
then 3 a is said to be strongly summablo by the Ries2 n=l ^
method of type n and order k with index r to sum s , 
and is written
CHI
n»l “
it being assumed that k > 0 and r > 1 ; 
( This was given by Boyd and Hyeldp t4j )
and
(11) if / I A]ç(t) - B t^ I dt « 0 ’
[ 2^0] F .Srivastava* "On strong Rlaasian summabllity of infinite
series", Proc. Nat* Inst* Sol* India. 23, A, (1967), 68 - 71 *
£41 A»V»Boyd and J.M.Hyslop* "A definition of strong Rieszian
swmmbility and Its relationship to strong Oesaro summabllity", 
Froo* Glasgow Math* Assoc*> 1, (1962 ^52) 94 - 99 .
13.
then % Is said to be strongly sumnaable by the Hies2ml
method of type X and order k with index r to sum s ,
a nd 1 s w r 111 e n
% « a |H,X,kl^ ,n«l ^
it being assumed that kr > -1 and 0 < r < .
( This was given by Glatfield [9l )
Boyd and Hyslop* s definition is, for the case r - 1 , 
equivalent to the one we use, but Glatfleld*s is not# In 
fact, Glatfield has shown that, for r ^ 1 and kr > -1 , 
the methods |R,n,k|^ and fH;k'^l,rJ are equivalent.
See [9] , theorem 7 .
L9J M*aiatfl3ld. "On strong Hisszlan summabllity". Pros. Olasaow 
Math. Assoc*. 3, (1956-58), 123 - 131 ,
14,
The following seven results are known for all positive k
Theorem 1*1.1 .*
For every ô > 0 •, >3 » s (R,X,k+ô) -, whenever
3 « 8 (H,X,k) .n-1
This result is due to Hardy and Rlesz [14] .
Theorem 1*1.2 •
ESI SISJSL Ô i 0 > 3 a„ = s lR,7t,k+ô| , whenevern«l "
3 Ay. = s lR,X,kl . n=l "
This result is due to Obroohkoff [iv] #
[14] Q.H.Hardy and M.Rleaz. The general theor-jr. of Dirlchlet 
aeries, Cambridge Tract Ho. 18. 1st Ed., (1916) .
[17] N.Obrechkoff. "Sur la sommation absolue des sories de
Dlrichlet", O.n. fload. aol. (Paris). 186, (1928), 215 - SIV .
Theorem 1*1.3 .
For every 6 ^ 0 ,  2 ^ b [R,X,k^0 ] , whenever
m l  "
o.
S a„ « S [R,x,k] . n»l
Theorem 1*2.1
3 =* s (K,X,k) whenever B s [R,X,k]n»l n«l ^
Theorem 1.2.2 .
«X* «*»
3 a = 8 fH#X,kJ whenever 3 - a |R,X,k| «n=l ^ n:*l *
These last three results are all due to Srivastava [20 ]
Theorem 1.3.1 .
-k \ ^3 a„ (X )" Is summable (R.o ,k) whenever Z a_ Isn  n  - * * w w  « I i i r i i i i i i i i i  i ;.  ..1 J - J  . 1.1 .  ^ m m  II « * • « • < •m l  n»l
sumrnable (R,X,k) .
This result Is due to Hardy [14] .
[80] P«Srivastava. "On strong Rlesalan summabllity of Infinite
series". Proo-. Nat. Inst. Sol. India. 83. A. (19571. 58 - 71 . 
[14] G »H.Hardy and M.Rleaz. The general theory of Dirlohlet 
series, Cambridge Tract No.* 18. 1st Ed., (1915) *
16.
Theorem 1.3.2 .w w e f w w r w * mwlWW»
00
3 a_ (X_ is sumrnable \R,e*^*k| whenever 3 a is n n -------------- % # # ' ----------------n
sumrnable |H#X,k\ #
This result is due to Tate hell [92] ♦.
Theorem 1*5.5 .
3 is sumrnable [R,e^ #k,q] whenever
^ —  sumrnable (R,X;k,q]| where q è 1 $• kq* > 1n=l
and l/q l/q^ = 1 .
Theorem 1.3.4 .
3 a„ (Ay,)"" ^ Is sumrnable fR,e Jk.qj whenever X a„ isn=l ^---------------^------------- --------- n=i » —
auianable [R,A,k3 to sum zero, where q à 1 > kq' > 1
wand l/q ^ l/q’ - 1 provided / |a^^^(x)(^ dx « o(w^^) . 
These last two results are due to Srivastava [2l] .
[22] J.B.Tatohèll# "A theorem on absolute Rlesz summabllity". 
Journal London Math. 800. * 29, (1954), 49 - 59 .
[21] P.Srlvaatava, "Theorems on strong Rlesz summabllity". 
Quart. Journal Math.. (2), 11, (1960), 229 - 240 .
17,
We have
wAjj(w) « ?J (w - A a » / (w-t)^ dâ{t) ,Ajj< w " 0
and define
Vi?Bj-{w) » S (w - A A a = /  (w-t)^ t dA(t)A^< w n n n Q
= S Cw " ^(A_)3^ $(A ) a„ ,^(A^) < w “ n n '
&u(w) = 2 tw - /(An)l^ ^(A ) $(A ) a„ ,1»{A^) < w U 11 H
Ojj(w) »
w
and
Mjj(w) = 6jj l/(w)J
w/ [f/(w) - ^(t)3 p<(t) $(t) <JA(ti)0
X * * . i'l
18.
Theorem 1*4 *
wthat UJ^(w) » rfej Q  ixi(t) dt ( n > 0 ) #
( 1) -1 < a < 0 f- p ^ a
(11) liJ^.-(w) is of bounded variation with respect to wm W JW V — »- --  '      ■>-      ■— ...................-  -  ■ —— ■- - —      -- ■ —     - ■ - ----  —'  —*»wwiw  «IL « «II# «iwiw Iimi «I«#| iw  ■>. «II. I m «##*,
ia the range (0,-^ ) ,
then
(a) ltlp+j_(w) Is a Eebes^e Inteasal » 
(to) Wg+^(04 ) = 0 ,
(o) for almost all w in (0,t) #
WUlp(w) e fx|rs7 ^ (w-t)^"”-"^  dW^+^(w)
This result is due to Bosanquet [3) «
[3] L.S.Bosanquet* "Some extensions of Young’s criterion for the 
convergence of a Fourier series". Quart# Journal Math#* 6,' —      H .I*!» ^  #
(19S5), 113 - 133 I
In view of this result, w© can deduce %- 
ry 1*4*1 •
A._(w) Is absolute)^ continuous, and for almost all w > 0 #
Ajj„i(w) = g gg Ajj{w) ,
and
Bi.(w) Is absolutely continuous* and for almost all w > 0 ;i t  Miwiee» #,w%f  **** #«*&«#  * ,*##'* W # iiwwi iiiH W  W
è  Iw
Let ^(t) be Lebesgue integrabl© in every Interval £0,W ] • 
Fractional derivatives and integrals are defined as follov/s î-
1^ ^(t) « pYk) (t-u)^"^ #|^ (u) du ,
3
20.
“  r T p k k T  (3^)^ ^  (fc-u)P“^ T^ (u) du ,
and
W^t l(t) = r f ë î & J  ( & f  { (u-t)P-^ ,^ (u) du .w
The above derivatives are only defined when k is non-inbegral 
when k is a positive integer, we define
= (-1)^ q(t) = (-1)^ .
We also have the following results 
Theorem 1.5 .
Proof. The result can be easily verified if k is a 
positive Integer. Suppose, therefore, from now on, that k 
is any positive non-integral numbers. Then
H  _
r
8L
du •
After p more applications of this same argument, we obtain
w»t h  - w
rîp+1-k) { (u-t)P-k lî-tu) ) du .(# z]
Hence
w*»k T\k' w^t X  ' H r }
ïTk'y i V p + w T j
w/' dv /  (u-v)P-^
t  V
.p+1 /. Jit..
m u -
k 4'(u ) I du
r(k) r(p+i-k)
k
w # u )  I du
u
28,
r(p+i) { (u-t)P ( h  - i^>(u)) du
= £i - 4'( t ) ,
after p+1 Integrations toy
This result is similar to lemma 6 in [ll] in which Guha
considers the case in which # t) » 1 •
Theorem 1.6 .
r l f e n  i &  W t )  at .
Proof.
In view of theorem 1.6 ,
j^ll] U.C.Guha* "The ’second theo:r©m of consistency’ for absolute 
Hiesz summatoility". Journal London Math. 8oc.. 31, (1966), 
300 - 311 .
S3.
/  h  - #t) dA(t)
/ dA(t) i)(v) ) dv0 • t
" { w ° v - ^ w i i  ^(v) ) dv rficT { (v-t)^"^ dA(t) .
0  0
How, In view of corollary 1.4#1 we have that â|^ (x) la 
absolutely oontinuous, and, for almost all x > 0 ,
2C/ dâ(t) ' « j ^  Ak(%)
Hence
w ^ V/ ^ \ -%k *
0
/  {l - 'l'(t) dA(U)
® r(k+l) ^ •
This result is similar to lemma 6 in £llj in which Guha 
considers the case in which $( t) - 1 .
£ ll] Ü *0.Gulm. "The ’second theorem of consistency’ for absolute 
Riesz summabllity", Journal London Math* 8oo#. 31, (1956), 
300 - 311 .
We introdaeo the notation of "order of Inoreaee"*
Suppose that ^X'» ^2 Gire functions of a continuous 
variable t , defined for all values of t ^ 0 *  Suppose, 
also, that ^  ^  are positive, continuous and unboundedly
increasing# We consider the ratio / F^ o • There are
four oases to consider» ■
(1) If ^  / S^g as t #.*#1^ CMS * ^
we write A  y  ^2 '$
(11) ^1 / ^2 0 as t ^  ^ g
we write A  ^  ^ $
(ill) If, for all values of t , Islieife Eijpe Ibvvu ipoajLt;3L\re
numbers ô , à , such that Q < b f ^  à ,
we write 6. ^  4 9
if, however, 
limit.
^1 / ^2 ^otually tends to a definite
we write 4 ^ 4 9
and if this limit la unityi1
we write $
86#
and
(3L\r) jLjT jd&a Ibenda i;c) jLnjTjlnjLtiar, iic)i» t;c>
zero, nor remains between fixed limits #
If a positive constant ô can be found such that 
jdl. :» () , jToz? ei]L]L siujpjra.(}:le%it;]L3r ]L8i%?g;e ifa]Luei3 (>jr 1; ,
we shall write ^  9
eiBwi jLjT El (>()neit;Eiiit; Zi <}&]% l)e jTcyuncl enioli tifieit;
^1 ^ ^ ^8 I» for all sufficiently large values of t ,
we shall write ^  ^  ^  ,
For further properties of the above notation, see flSj #
[isj âîSjJlaSâl» Orders of Infinity, ÇisMlEliâSO!£asLJ£l-iâ» 
1st Bd., (1910) .
26.
A logarithmioo-^exponeiitial function is defined to be a 
real single*#valued function, defined for all values of the 
continuous variable t greater than some definite value, by 
a finite combination of the ordinary algebraical symbols 
( viz* x> and the functional symbols
log(..#) and , operating on the variable t and on
real constants; It is to be observed that the result of 
working out the value of the function, by substituting t 
in the formula defining it; is to be real at all stages of 
the work; It is important to exclude functions such as
1 /(-t") +  g -  /(-t )
which; with suitable interpretation of the roots, is equal 
to 008 t #
Soma useful properties of logarithmico-oxponentlal functions 
are
(1) any logarithmiGO^exponentlal function is ultimately
continuous, of constant sign, and monotonie, and, 
as t , tends to infinity, or to zero, or
to some definite limit.
1( 11) if logar 1 thmioo-exponentia 1 fanotions,
then one of the relations
4  >  4  5 4  ^  4  Î 4  ^  4  '
holds between
(ill) if ie a logarithmioo#'exponential function and
t ) y  e^ ,, then there exists a positive
integer n suoh that
en
where e^(t) » exp t^n#*l(t;)) and e^Ct) » t >
(iv) if ^  logaritbiMioo**exponeBtlal functions
not tending to finite limits, and ^  ^  ,
then ^  2^^  *
For further properties of logarithmioo#*Gxponential functions, 
see [13 ] e
[l3] GejLÆa'rdy, Orders of Infinity, Cambridge Tract Ho# 18 
1st Bd,, (1910) .
rk
We also have the following theorem for all k i- 
Theorem 1#7#1 ♦ *
If (i) fA w) is a logari ttoii ÛO **expQne nt ia 1 fuaotlon#
(11) /(w) « O(w^) , C Ô > 0 } ,
CO
then 2 la summable (R#pf(?\')Al{) whenever 3 ian=»l n»l
eummable ( R, K,k ) ' .
This result is due to Hardy# See [14] #
Theorem 1#7#8 •'
If (i) F^ (w) ^  a logarittoilco*e%ponentia 1 funotion,.
(11) fHw) » O(w^) , C 5 > 0 ) ,
then % a_ Is aummahle lR#i^(X).kl whenever 3 &_ is•*»•*»••►«•«••• ^  f I '«wmm# *wwele»*mwi#imw*«we<Ff#e#w# m W w ir p # » % # , * % # w* mw.YfWn«l n»l
sunmatole jR.X.kl .
lia resuit is due to Ohandrasekharan# Bee [6] #
K w i i f l W w w m S ,%#**'#*i #,„„«#.méjwwna^kun*mn irmi,, m>>ii>v<iiT ii*in#wi    #. m~rir »w.#i>iti#i»inii«'.iimji,iWh>wi jmukuj f.u
[ m ]  G*H#Hardy and M#Ries%, The General Theory of Dirichlet 
Series. Oamhridga Tract Ho# IB, let Ed., (1916) .
[6] K ,Ohandraaekharan# "The second theorem of consistency for 
absolutely summable series". Journal Indian Math. Boo.,
(2), 6, (1942), 108 - 180 .
89.
1*3 Statement of the problem#
Tlie general problem eoneldered In this theale is that of
finding sufficient conditions on the functions ^(w) , $(w) ,
such that 3 a^ ordinarily, absolutely orn«l
strongly suromable by the Riesz method of type gf(X) and
e.
order k , according as 3 is ordinarily, absolutelyn=;l
or strongly summable by the Rlesz inethod of type X and 
order k #
For ordiziary and absolute summabillty, we consider general 
functions ^(w) , ^(w) , as defined earlier, but for strong 
summabillty, the particular case in which % log-
dri thmic o ToXpone nt ia1 function and
'(w ) W  
T(w) i •
Chapter II<
Ordinary Hiesz Summabillty
31.
2.1 Introduction,
In this chapter, we seek conditions, sufficient for 
truth of the proposition
00
?1 Î 3 jW Bummable whenevern«l
3 is summable (R.X.k) .n»l
When k is a positive integer, the following theorem has 
been proved by Borwein [1] #'
Theorem 8.1 *
If (i) y(w) positive and absolutely continuous in 
every Intervai [a,W| , and y *(w ) - 0(1)
for w X a ,
(ii) s* 0 C [y(w) / for w > a and
n®*0, 1, . « # , k ,
mci«ViMlimiS|«|iwWAl-iij m  '« «*"Tir'"T I'" irr ' it  n l* "lf<1'*n“r-yr-p«f ^ - ^ T f  i-rirnT ifwrri in'ntl'niiini tilTirftY' I'i;y-r-V -ni. « n,Tirnm,- iii,m#*n w t, .#«miinm fi imiWIViW iili i  «ï. mu(fr»niM?i w n n r r .  -iruriTTr
t1] D.Borwein. "A theorem on Riesa gummablllty". Journal London 
Mato. Soc., 31, (1966), 319 - 324 .
08#
(Iv) / dt = 0{|#{w)î for W i aW »a
and n := 0, 1, # # # , k ,
then .
Other known theorems which hold for all k x 0 are 
Theorem 8#8 .
If ^(w) - e^ and *(w) « , then ,
( This is a reinstatement of theorem 1#5#1 )
Theorem 8# 0 #
If (i) ia a logarithmico-exponentia 1 funotipn ,
(ill) $(w) « 4 ^ 1 ™ ^ p m W
,k
then P-i ,mim.-j# u v m m  JT*
and
Theorem 2#4 «
If (i) ^(w) is a logarithmloo-exponential function ,
I ^  ^(w7^ *
00/
(ill) »
then #
Theorem 8.8 , which la included in theorem 8.4 , ia a well-» 
known theorem of Hardy [l4] , and theorems 8.3 ana-8#4
are due to Guha [lOl , who derived the latter from the 
former by means of standard results. For integral values of 
k , the hypotheses of theorem 8.1 are satisfied with f^ (w) , 
$(w) as in theorem 8.4 , and y(w) =* ^(w) / |rf’(w) .
We prove the following theorems as companions to theorem 8.1 # 
Theorem 8.5 »
BuDDOse that k is any positive non#*integral number.m iWNmm tmmméêMtt m w injw. N,ilü.w wwmw i#  „u"Winw m*M imm 'in# iui,n m w
If (i) Y(w) is positive and absolutely opntinupus in 
every interval [a,w] , and y* (w) « 0(1)
for w ^ a ,
f 141 GéH.Hardy and M.Riesz, The General Theory of Dirichlet
Series, Oambridge Tract Mo. 18, 1st Ed., (1916) «
[lO] U.O.Guha. "Convergenee factors for Riesz summabillty". 
Journal London Math. Soc., 31, (1956), 011 ^ 010 *If  .mill m w ' ■ i,wm w * , w wwA-Rwe.i'##mm#,"  w  ^
04.
(il) (a) $(«) = 0(1y (w ) / wTt^3 for w ^ a ,
(b) ♦^ *^ (^\v) = o (|y (w ) / for w | a
and 11 « 1, 3, . . .  , p+1 ,
(lî,l) /  l^(£■*■*) (t) j dfc < «» ,a
(Iv) i/*(w) ia positive monotonie non-decreasii 
for w & a ,
(v) y (w ) ^'{w ) « Otj^(w)| for w > a or
1y ('ï) F “^ / “ ^(w ) ^ /* (w)3"^ ^  of bounded
variation with respect to w in the range [ a.**) 
for n - 1, 8, # # e , p+1 » aeoording aa 
0 < k < X or k > 1 ,
(vi) w) / (w) is monotonie non- inc re a a ing
for w X a ,
(vii) h^(w) » ir(w) (w)3^""^ ^y(w)3"^ ia positive
monotonie in the range w k a for 
n « 0, X, . * . , p , posalbly in different senses 
for different values of n ,
(viil) pf(w) > M, for w ^ a ,' ■ '<- Iiiwii Ii«m|i» m > f
then .
06.
Theorem 8.6 #
Suppose tha|_ k any
If conditions (i) W  (vii) 
and, in addition.
(vii)^ hp(w) is nozn
then P-
non-integral number.
inclusive of theorem 2.5 hold.
It is evident that theorem 2.2 , for non-Integral k , is 
included in theorem 2.6 , and it can readily be shown that, 
under the hypotheses of theorem 2*3 , the hypotheses of 
theorem 2*5 are satisfied with Y(w) - ^(w) / (w) and
l^ (w) , $(w) aa in theorem 2.0 .
Originally, the theorem obtained was
Theorem 2.5,0 ,
§B£22S® k ia anj
If conditions (i) to (vl) 
and, in addition.
non-integral number. 
inclusive of theorem 2.6 hold.
(vii)" h^(w) » i|f(w) tY(w)3**^ ie
monotonie non-decreasing in the range w > a for 
n — 0, 1, . . . , p  ,
then P-|-O WIII'CH   il ml J L
.... . ...
36.
The present formulation of the results ( viz# theoreme 2.6 
and 2.6 ) arose from valuable suggestions by the referee 
appointed by the Glasgow Mathematical Association when 
theorem 2.5*0 was submitted for publication. The argument 
in section 2.4 is due to the referee s it shows that the 
conditions of theorem 2.6 are in fact more stringent than 
those of theorem 2.6 .
3Y,
2 m2 Lemmas.
The following lemmas are required 2#
Lemma 2*1 #
The derivative of [f ( is a sum of a nuniber of
terms like
V»1
where ai , Uo • # . ♦ « are non-negative integers such
that n n
I < S Uy « 0 ^ % vay « n *yssl V®*X
If m is a positive integer, then 0 m •
This simple result is a particular case of a theorem due to
B’*aa di Bruno. See [23] , pp. 88 - 89 .
Lemma 2.8 .
If (i) y (w ) is positive and absolutely continuous inw w .  ' « . r rnrnmm yii>«*wnw.t n.iiHiii ni*Mw Wuii 4M^ ,# w m m m n 4.I# # I IP   giim m m
every Interval fa,Wl , and y ’(t-v) “ 0(1)
for w k a ,
[2Sl G-J* de la Vallee Poussin, Ooura D * analyse Infinitésimale. 
Louvain s Paris, 4th Ed., (1991 - 98) *
08.
(11) Y(w) /:(w) 0[ÿ((w)3 for v / k a  or
[Y(w)}^~^ is of bounded
variation with respect to w in the range [a.*^ )marnmmrnu t imi iiiiHiiii»i»iiin rummiiN#      ^
f03& n - 1, 8, , p+1 aocording as
0 < k < 1 or k > 1 ,
then, for n = 1, 2, # . . ; p+1 and w k a ,
wf*
a(a) f (t ) j dt = 0 1j^ (w)} ,
(b) 1y (w )}*^  “ Otizf(w)3 .
Proof# When 0 < k < 1 , (b) is the same as (11 ) , and
(a) is a trivial consequence# Suppose, therefore, that 
k > 1 . Then (a) follows from the appropriate part of (11) 
by integration t hence
wY(w) ^*(w) » Y(a) /*(a) + / Y(t) ^Ht) dt
a
w+ / Y'(t) ff*(t) dta
39.
since 0(1) , and (b) Is an limedlate oonse-
que nee # Compare [ l] , lemma 2 •
Lemma 2.5 .
If Tim / lf(w,t)l dt < andw ^  w a
y11m / |f(w,t)| dt « O' for every finite j k a ,w *^«*3 a *
and If a(t) la a bounded measurable function In ra,«**)
which tends to zero as t tends to Infinity, thene a r t w w w i i i j w ! » » M N . »  II i n i n i m m , , i« i i i i i a »  # * « » # # # * # # »  g m m ii n i M H w i i  j » m »  w M i i w m i - « r iin  h i i i i i h ik k i h h i  i ) i i i i iiiiiii> i i i i i . f c i  K  w M m ^ w m s i M
11m / f(w,t) s(t) dt 0a
Proof
iim \ J f(w,t) s(t) dtc I a
y i «W»£ Tim / lf(w,t) a(t)i dt + Tim /  |f{w,t) ®(t)| dtw a w-> t’» y
<Pi»
< bd |s(t)j • Tim / lf(w,t)| dt # t > y  a
L ^ l  PoBorwein. "A theorem on Rlesz sujnmablllty”» Journal London 
Math. Soc.. 31, (1956), 319 - 384 .
40.
Since the final expression tends to zero as y tends to 
infinity, the result follows. Compare £l| , lemma 3 ,
or [18] , p. GO .
heimna 8.4 .
If (!) pf* (w) positive monotonio non- de c re a sing
w > a ,
(11) ^Hw) / ^*{w) is monotonie non- incr e a a Ing 
for w X a ,■WWIMlhMIW r
then X(t) =  ig a S2£2tonlo
non-Inoreasing function of t for a ^ t < w .
Proof.
have, for a £ t < w ,
i.p(v) - S^( t )I ( w-t ) (^* ( t )
*....... "5.Iclj" " where w > %  > t
[ij B»Borwein, "A theorem on Riesz summabillty". Journal London 
Math. Goo.. 01, (1956) 019 - 024 .
[12] Cf.H.Hardy, Divergent Series, Oxford. (1949) .
41*,
_ |li|| 'Vhere w > i > t
£ 0 .
Since X(t) X 0 , the result follows
Lemma 2.6 •
i£ an is. £§al and O  < ÿ < w , than
r(p+i) “rik-p) I £ Ap(t) (w-t P ^ dtj < m x  [Ajj.(t)!o
Proof.
/ Ap(t) ( w-t dt0
^  dt / Ih AijCu) (t-u)P**^ du
» / Ajj-(u) h(u) du
where
h(u) = F T î â f r l p ^ k T  ;f (w.t)k-P-l ( t-u )P-k dt
42#
r(k+i) r(p+i-k)
. • Z (w-t (t-u)P**^ dt «I
low, if t has any fixed value between | and w , and 
0 â ^ ^ ^ 9 then ( t-u)P~^ increases with u • Hence 
h(u) is a positive monotonie non-increasing function of u . 
Applying the second mean value theorem for integrals, we 
obtain that
/ A^( t) (w-t dt =» h(0)
where 0 £ ^  £ J , and this proves the lemma#
This result is due essentially to Riesz, Compare [l4] ,
lemma 8 , or [18] #
[14] G#H#Eardy and M.Riesz. The General Theory of Dirichlet 
Series, Cambridge Tract No. 18, 1st Ed#, (1916) «—  ' - n - n * . . r i n  — ■t » * —  "  f r - ' - r - — . . . .i r i'i M - " - ' «'m - r - i r : n — n ' -  r— - v - r . i n - i * ^  * r
[18] M#Riesz. "Bur un theorems de la moyenne et ses applications", 
Acta Pitt# ao Sol# Univ# Hungarioae (Szeged), 1, (1923),
114 - 126 #
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2.3 Proof of theorem 2.5 .
We zmet prove that, if A^(w) tends to a finite limit
as w tends to infinity, then w) tends to a finite
limit as w tends to infinity. We assume, therefore, 
without loss of generality, that
A(w) « 0 for 0 £ w £ a ,
and A]^(w) » o(w^) , (2.3.1)
and note that it is sufficient to prove that
wQ}j(w) » t ♦ ( t )  dA(t)a
tends to a finite limit as w tends to infinity.
After p+1 integrations by parts, f|^(w)|*^ 0|g,(w) 
reduces to a constant multiple of
f (It) ( h  -
which, by lemma 2.1 and Leibnitz*a theorem on the different' 
iation of a product, can be expressed as a sura of constant 
multiples of integrals of the types
44#
Il “ /  A„(t) dta
/  A (t) i^(w) -alo »
r , t..\% ^% t)} dtv=»l
and
Ig = ti^(w)r^ /  A (t) # t )  i M  - .a
. t))"' « ,V«1
where , üg , . . . , Oj, , , Pg , . . # Pp+i
non-negative integers Buoh that
r r1 as 3 CLy « 0 g S vuy » r g p , v«=X v«l
are
and
p+1 p+11 g 3 0y =« g 3 V0y »
V=»l V«1
Consider first # Integrate it by parts to obtain 
( M  II = “ 111 + k I]_g ,
where w111 - / Ap+i(t) W(w ) - (rf(t)î^  dt ,a
and
w
afl8 ** y Ap+i(t) *(P'*'^ )(t) ;*{t) li^w) - ;(tIjk-I dt .
<PO
w, by theorem 1#1#1 , we obtain that 3 a., isn»l
summable (R,X,p+l) to sum zero, and hence that
Ap4.l(w) - . (2.3.8)
Hence, using this and condition (ill) of theorem 8.6 , we 
obtain that
/ I ^ p + % ( ^ ) |  dt < ,
and so, by Lebesgue*® theorem on dominated convergence ( see 
e.g. [s] , p.41, theorem 0 ) , tends to
o.
8 = / Ap+i(t) +(P+^)(t) dt
as w tends to Infinity, 0 being finite
fs] tl mO.Burkill, The Lebesgu® Integral, Qambrldga Tract Ho. 41. 
Ed., (1958) .
46.
For I^g , oonaidei* the function
qi(w,t) « tP+I *(P+I)(t) ^i(t) - Sîf(t)ÿ*^ .
How, by condition (ii) of theorem 8*6 , we note that 
for > t k a ,
|q^(w,t)| < M [^(w)]^^ ji^ Mt) (ÿf(w) - pf(t)i^ "*^  $
Hence %(^#t) satisfies the hypotheses of lemma 8*3 ,
and so
w #
a
as w tends to infinity#
^  ^/ q]^(w,t) — > 0
That is lim « 0 ,
and so 11m « 0 * (8*3.0)w -“>««»
Considering now Xg , we see, on integrating by parts, 
that it is equal to a sum of constant multiples of Integrals 
of the types
Igl » (^(w)3~^ / Ap+i(t) [^(w) - /(t)]^*^ *a
47.
V“1
and
Ig3 “ i/#(w)>’^ /  A^+i( t ) +(P+l"P)(t ) lgf{w) - .
p+1  ^ \ lô• 7tV»*l
where , ag  ^ , Uj, » 5^ , fig , . • . « ®r+x RMi
non-negative integers such that
r r1 & S ay « 0 S 2! VOy = r g p j
r+1 r+13 fi» = o ; 3 vfiy “ r+1 .v=l v»l
Pop Ig^ p consider the function 
qg{w,t) « l^(w)r^ tP+1 *(p+8-r)(t) y M  - j ^ ( t .
• 1 /
48»
Suppose that the non-vanishing of highest suffix is Ug .
Then
qg(w,t) » tP^^ ^(p+8-r)(^) £j^ (w) - j^(t)i^“° ♦
dt
and a a1 g % dy » o g % voty * r g p . v«l y«l
Using lemma B*B (b) and condition (ii) of theorem 8.6 ,
we find that, for w > t a ,
|qg(w,t)| < M {fHv)V  ^tP+1 1y(t)f"^ t'P’^ | /  = )(t)| .
. 1 j^ (w ) - At)'^k-0 ,
< M tYCt)S®"^ |/ = )(t).| .
Hence^ in view of lemma 8.8 (a) , ) satisfies the
hypotheses of lemma 8.8  ^ and so
w »
a
as w tends to infinity.
«/ qg(w,t ) ^p+i(^) dt ^  0
49.,
That la lia IpT » 0 .HV-?ea ^
Similarly 11m Ig- ® 0 ,
and 11m Ipo 0 In the oaaea where k-l-K? > 0 •
remaining oaae of is that in which r » o » p ,
and we write the remaining integral as
/  Ap+3_{t) $'(t) t/(w} - at .ia
For this# consider the function
qg(w#t) » 4 U t ) ^*(t) ^^(w) • # ;
Using lemma 2*8 (h) and condition (11) of theorem 3#5 , 
we find that, for w > t ^ a ,
|gg(w,t)| < M |jiJ(w)r^  lrit)Ÿ i/Ht) .
. y M  - y{t)iv |Y(t)|-p ,
Hence qg(w,t) satisfies the h^.pothesea of lemma 2.3 , and so '1W _ 1 i-
f  q«^(w,t) t ^ A I ( t ) dt — > 0
a ^
as w tends to infinity. ■
60.
That is 11m ^ 0 in the case where r » a » p •
Hence 11m ïg « 0 # (8.8.4)
Finally, consider X3 , which can be written in the form
ig = /  Ap(t) g(t)
where
g(t) for
and
■  'mu#  A u wim iim n i J.M iiH(t)
are non«^n©gative integerswhere 
such that
61.
Then H(t) is of bounded variation with respect to t In 
the range , because of condition (v) of theorem 2.5 ,
and so can be expressed as the difference between tv;o bounded 
monotonie non^increasing functions. Consequently, we can 
assume, without loss of generality, that H(t) is bounded 
and monotonie non-increasing for w ^ a . Also,
- p f ( t , g(t) and t ) are monotonie
functions of t in the range [a,w][ , the first being 
non-inoreusing sine© p+l-u à 0 , and the second, non-de­
creasing in viev/ of lemma 2.4 • Using the second mean 
value theorem for integrals twice, we now see that
Ig » H(a) g{w) •
^2 tr T. / A^( t) (w-t) dt
where w a & & and x = w or a according as
^ ^ non-decreasing or non-inoreasing. Hence,
Ig ** O )
= o , say.
62.
where
Q(w,x) = •
Now, in view of lemma 2.2 (b) and condition (ii) of
theorem 2.5 ,
Ci(w,\v) » 0 ^ +(w) .
= 0(1) ,
and. In view of condition (vill) of theorem 8.S ,
%(w,a ) = 0 ,
“ 0 ( 1 j^ (w )1^“'^ ) ,
“ 0(1) 
since ;i à 1 •
Hence lim - 0 . (2.8.5)
« X »
Hence, because of (2.8.8) , (2.8.4) and (2.8.5) , we 
can deduce that aj^ (w) tends to a finite limit
as w tends to infinity.
This completes the proof of theorem 2.5 •
2»4 Proof of theorem 2.6 .
Suppose that conditions (1) and (ii) (a) of theorem 2#6 
and condition (vii)* of theorem 2.6 hold. It is clearly 
sufficient to show that condition (viii) of theorem 2,6 is 
a consequence ; i.e. , we wish to show that, if
(2.4.1) y(w) is positive and absolutely continuous in
every interval [a,w] , and (w) - 0(1)
for w à a ,
(2.4.2) $(w) « 0 I fytw) / w|^} for w à a ,
and
(2.4,8) hp(w) is monotonie non-decreasing for w à & #
then
(2,4.4) xf(w) > M for w ^ & •
How, it follows from (2,4,3) that, for w ^ a ,
> M
and hence, in view of (2,4,2) ,
|y(w)P » o(  ^ *(w))(j^*(w)3^~3Pj ^
0^ £y (w ) /
64.
Consequently, by (2.4.1) ,
» 0 ^  ^ Y(w) ,
« 0 ^  {w ;^f'(w)3^~^) ,
and so
-VyP a 0 ( (w)^^**^) •
Hence, for w > a ,
<^’(w) > M ^P/(^^P) ^
and hence, on integrating, v/e obtain (2.4.4) . 
This completes the proof of theorem 2.6 •
Chapter ill.
Absolute Hiee^ Suimmblllty,
8.1 ^Introduction.
In this chapter, we seek conditions sufficient for the 
truth of the proposition
Pg t 3 a +(X ) i£ summahl© |H,jjf(X),ki ?/henever n«l ^
% a_ is suimmble iH.X.kln»l ^ ------- ---- *
The following theorems are known î-
Theorem 3.1 .
For all k > 0 , ^  }/(w) « and ^(w) » ,  m m  ■mill. WWW  ^  m miliiiÉ ^ ,mw.numR#  . r f
then Pg .
This is a re-statement of theorem 1.3.2 .
Theorem 5.2 »
,%,PPAa& that k is a 22âAMia iSLlîSSâE*
If (i) y(w) ^  positive and absolutely continuous in
every interval [a,Wj and y (v/) / w  ia of bounded
variation with respect to w in the range fa*«^ ) ,
(11) (w) » 0^ ^y (w ) / for w a a
and n = 0, 1, . . . , k ,
67,
(Hi) 1y (w )Y^ for W a a
and n ■« 1, 2^ # • •  ^k ^
then Pg t
Theorem 8*6 #.
Suppose that k is a positive integer#   , ' * * #  m ill» i n w ^ w . w  « * « # w  «WI* '« . ,««««» MW  A.  WW»    ............
If (i) ^(w) Is a logarlttaloo-exponantial function ^
i ^  A M  ^  1 ,w  ^ p(w) ^
(lii) ♦(w) = »
then Pg , 
and
Theorem 5*4 .
Suppoae that k is a £2âÜiï£ integer.
If (1) )^ (w) Is a logarlthmloo^exj^ »
%v)W ^  0 1 *ui) I 4 #  .
ik
w A f ,(111) *(w) « M
then Pp •
68^
Theorem 5*1 is a well-known theorem by Tatohell [BlJ , 
theorem 3.8 is due to Diksblt |^ 7l and theorems 3.3
and 3.4 are due to Ouha , who derived the latter
from the former by means of standard result s.
We prove the following theorems s-
Theorem 3.5 *
Suppose that k is a positive Integer.
If (i) y (w ) is positive and absolutely continuous in 
every interval fa^wl and y(w) ® 0(v/)
for V/ â a ,
( ii) » 0 ^  ^ Y(w) / for w à a
and n ^ 0^ 1^ . . •  ^ k ,
n#£213 J.B.Tatchell. "A theorem on absolute Rlesjs summablllty' 
Journal London Math. Soo.. 29, (1964), 49 - 59 •      . j„  ^ * r
£?] G.D.Dikshit. "On the absolute liiesz summability factors of 
infinite series, I", Indian Journal Math., 1, (1968),
33 - 40 .
£10] ü.G.Guha. "Oonvergenoe factors for Riess summability". 
Journal London Math* Soo#, 31, (1956), 311 - 319 .   -II     in iUi ntwi wmm m ^  # • ^ ^
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(111) { y (w )"^  ^ =: Ofp^(w)l for V/ è a
and n = 1, 2, • * * , k ,
then Pg ,
Theorem 3*6 *
Suppose that k Is any positive non-lntop;ral number*
If (i) y (w ) is positive and absolutely continuous in••mtimmt * **■***■ w*W jw *"#*« *; I «iM iriMm# uWiHmh *n*# iin n ** *ip ^  m int m
every interval £a,w") and y (w ) = 0(w)
Ê2£, w ^ a ,
a(11) (a) T|f(w) = O^tY(w) / v/J^) for w >
(b) = o£ |y(w) / for vw à a
and n « 1, 2, . . * ., pti ,
(ill) (a) £y (w )1^ (w) » o£^(w)^ for w ^ a
and n - 1, 2, , * • , p+1 ,
n-1 (n)(b) i iq of bounded variationlp'(w)j ( w ) -------------- — ----------
with respect to w in the range Ta.^»)turn iiwii«*'1# mmmtm i nm# .■Kimin ii mmmmmi>m w m titm» | r
for n - 1, 2, , . . , p+1 ,
60.
*V^ ( Vf )(iv) \ 4f(w) of bounded variation with
respect to w jUi the range ,
(v) uniformly in 0 < v < 1 and for t à a ,
pM^tC
(a) of bounded variation
with respect to ^ iH the range ,
I is of bounded variation with
respect to z in the range *■ i II «IIIIBIIIm# m m  >»  w w <  mim m  '  #
then Pg ,
Theorem 3.7 .
Suppose that k is any positive non-integral number*
If conditions (i) W  (iv) inclusive of theorem 3*6 hold, 
and, in addition.
(v)^ (a) iâ non-negative monotonie non-decreasing
for w > a .
(b) non-negative monotonie non-decreasing
for w ^ a ,# e n  Pg ,
The value of the expression at x = 0 is defined to be
61»
Theorem 5.0 .
Suppoae that k any poaitive non-integral number* 
If (i) /rf(w) is a logarithmico-exponential function
(iii) *(w) 
then 2 »
and
Theorem 5.9 *
Suppoae that k is any positive non-integral number.m n n v m m i m *     m  11 im i > » m *r                   ju
If (!) ^(w) H  a logarithmioo-exponential function ,
(Ill) *(») - ik
then Fo #
For integral values of k the hypotheses of theor*em 3.6 
are satisfied when , $(w) are as in theorem 3.4 and
y (w ) » p(w) / (w) . Theorem 3.8 is included in
theorem 3.6 , the only difference in the hypotheses being 
that where Dikshlt has
y(w) / w is of bounded variation for w è' u , 
wo have
y (w ) « 0(w) for w a a .
Theorems 3,8 and 3.9 are the extensions of theorems 3.3 
and 3.4 respectively to non-integral orders of summability<
I have now discovered that, although Dikshlt has
stated theorem 3.8 , he has, in fact, proved theorem 3.5 .
He has also proved the following theorem Î8] %-
£?] Gr.D.Dikshlt. "On the absolute Riess summability factors of 
infinite series. I", Indian Journal Math.♦ 1, (1958),
33 - 40 .
£ b 3 p .p .Dikshlt. "On the absolute Hlesjs summability factors of 
infinite series, II", Prop. Eat# Inst. Sci. India. 86, A, 
(I960), 86 - 94 .
u#
Theorem 5» 10 $
Suppose that k Is^  aiw positive non^intOCTal numher.
If (1) y(w) Is poaitive and atoaolutely continuous in 
every interval [a»W] and y(w) » 0(w)
for w à a f
(ii) (w) » 0 ( ^ Y(w) / for w è a
and n - Oj,  ^ p
(iii) Y(w) (w) » Ol^(w)l for w i a or
|y (w )|^ « 0|)rf(w)l for w i a
and n « 1, 2, . , * , p , accordin^^ as 
0 < k < 1 or k > 1 p
k(iv) uniformly in w ^ a , v/
is of bounded variation with 
[t,-)
A  *
;k $(t)
to w in the
then Po #
64.
Lemmas•
The following lemmas are required 5- 
Lemma 3,1 »
The derivative of $f( is a sum of a number ofM l   ###,«,#, m nmv i «iwi « v  ^ m iiain ii * m m  m wwim â w #  nt^ rnm m  # # #  9t m rr,m
terms like
where  ^ # 5, are non*»negative inte^yera such
that n n
1 6 ^ ^ & 2 vay « n .v=l v«l
i£ “ is. £ £2SiSiS£ integer, o & m .
This is a re-statement of lemma 2,1 .
heiTjraa 8#2 .
W^t (t- “ •
This is a re "^statement of theorem 1*5 «
Lemma 3,5 .
k
" r{k+l) ^  w”t( H'(t)) Ajj(t)3 dt .
This is a re'-statement of theorem 1,6 •
66.
Lemma 6.4 .
Agauming that the expressions below have a meaning.
w(i) if a^(w) » /
then
0» ■'CO
f |4G3_(w)| g. (f^ (t,fc))| • ♦ / \d^j^(w.
* a/ t)% dt
1(ii) if %(w) « / fo(w,t) goCt) dta/w
then
^ ^ 09 1
/ |d%(w)| 6 bd I (fB($#t)| ^ / (d^*g(Wft)| i .a 0<t<l L a/t ^
1/ |g£(t)| dt ,
1(iii) if %(W) / fg(w»t) gg(t) dt0
then
/ |dGg(w)( g 1 a j ' 0
66,
Proof#
(1) Express in the form
##
Qj^ (w) = / gj^ (t) dta
where f^(v7^t) » 0 whan t > w , and than, for every 
finite monotonie non-decreasing sequence , v/ith > 0^
** X I / 6i( t) dt j
“ /  |gi(t)| dt
g bd |d^j^(w,t)|| J  . f |g^(t) \ dt .
Hence
O# C ^ oo
/ ^dGi(*)\ g 1 a I j ' 16i(t) ^ dt
= bd f |fi(t,t)| + / (d^f3^(w,t)l i .a<t L t J
«?>; /' |si(t)| ,a
67.
Similar methods can be used to prove parts (11) and (111) * 
This lemma is due to Tatcliell 2 see , lemioa 1 •
Lemma 3.5 •
Uniformly for o » 0, 1, . * . , p and t > a ,■  W I # W « I  tint#  É I I1 ■  Iil l I I I f  I #  w i l #  W  W  ^  9
5o(w,t) = i,rf{w)r^ W(w) - (^(t)f
is of bounded variation with respect to w in the range tt,<»). 
Proof.
( i ) 0 = 0  .
$(j(w.t) » (l -
is clearly of bounded variation with respect to w in the 
range ft,^)  ^ uniformly for t a .
(11) O > 0 *
^  m, -k (w) 4. (k-a) üf* (w)5  (w,t) mw) ^(w) - fi{t)o
«
d«B.Tatohell. "A thoorein on absolute Rlesz summability". 
Journal London Math. Soo.. 89, (1954), 49 - 69 .
Henoe Is positive monotonie non-decreasing until
k ^ o pf(w) , and is then monotonie non-increasing
as w tends to infinity. Hence the total variation of 
Y_(w,t) is at moat
8 (i - I) , (I)
which is equal to
2 (lc-o)^"° k“^ o®
which is constant. Hence ^g(w,t) is of bounded variation 
with respect to w in the range uniformly for t i a .
Lemma 5.6 .
(1) M  XI / ^Hu) i£ non-negative non^-decreasingi .
for u à a , then
Monotonie non-inc re as 1 ng function of x in the range Co,**) 
for 0 < V < 1 and t > a .
(ii) If u (u) / ^(u) ie non-negative non-de ore a a inp
for u a a , then
F w W  = a .
monotonie non-increasing function of x in the range ro,~) 
for 0 < V < 1 and t > a , •
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Proof
S3 ( t+vx) pVF^) - ^tfvxj
..1 - v3L^.Ü±v$).t-fx) pCt+vxJl
t+x) *" X ( t+x)
and so
Honoe
P,•(x)
PTTxr V J?' ( t+vx)»
*(t+vx
(t+0x) (t+0%)_ 0x— iarrmn— ^ t;@:
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since u ^*(u) / (u) and u/(t+u) are non*»negative non-de
creasing functions of u for n à a # Since F^(x) is a 
positive function^ it ia a monotonie non^increaslng function 
of X for 0 < V  < 1 and t i a .
(ii)
_ V ( t+vx) ( t+x)I urn I I  I  I I I I « M U I « .III »,     «KM  lfcy» l» M M > i1lll|l><l»»»«ll»»t llty(t+vx) /(t+x)
~ Â   yx... _ ,_x_lX I pvt+v^ t+vx pTt+x; t+xj
6 0 #
since u (u) / ^(u) and u/(t+u) are non-negative non-de­
creasing functions of u for u ^ a * Since Fg(x) is a
positive function, it is a monotonie non-increasing function
of X for 0 < V < 1 and t ^ a .
Lemma 3.7 .
If (i) /rf(w) 3^ a logarithmicQ-exponential function ,
(11) /(w) = O(w^) , ( 6 > 0 ) ,
W* *»
then 3 n^ , is surnmable lR.jrf(X)*k| whenever 3 a_ is n-1 ^ - n-1 ^ ~
aummahle I H.X.kl .  - ; #
This is a re-statement of theorem 1.7.2 .
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Lemma 3.8 »
If t) is E lOF^arltbmico-exponential function and
^  ( t) V  , then there exists a positive integer r
such that
0y( t) ^  t) ^
where 0p( t) « exp t)3 and 0Q( t) « t ♦
This is property (iii) of logarltîmiico-exponential 
functions as stated in section 1.2 .
Lemma 3.9 .
If # ^ (  t) are logarithmioo-exponent 1 al functions
not tending to finite limits, and ^  üL( t) . thenrnmmntmnf MK . wiW i wmi'w ■ m mwm m.j, f  JL ^  mi...... t
4 ’(t) ^  4»(t) .
This is property (iv) of logarithmico-oxponontial 
functions as stated in section 1.2 •
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3.3 Proof of theorem 3.5 •
Suppose that k ia a positive integer throughout this 
section* We wish to show that F]^(w) is of bounded
variation with respect to w in the range whenever
A^(w) is of bounded variation v/ith respect to w in 
the range . Without loss of generality, we assume
that
A(w) - 0 for 0 ^ w < a ,
and note that it is sufficient to prove that G^(w)
is of bounded variation with respect to w in the 
rang© [a,^)
How, since Ai^ (w) is of bounded variation with respect
to w in the range , we have that
/ | &  Ak(t))| dt = 0(1) . (0.3,1)
It is clear that we can express G^ (v;) in the
form
wf^^ (w)'i’^ ^ Gjj(w) = fj!((w)î"^  / /^(v/) ~ ^(t) dA(t) ,a
75.
fticT r T & i T  ^2 »
Where
w , ÇA,(y)l
^ ) *3y J dy
who re
qi(w,y) = f dt
and
Consider first • Because of (5.3.1) and since 
Q3^ (y#y) ^ 0 , in order to show that ia of bounded
variation with respect to w in the range , it is
*74,
aufficlent  ^ in view of lemma 3.4 , to show that
a/ M for y à a .
y
Integrating out by parts, we obtain
q3^(w,y) « bo *(y)
ÎC-1 __ tr, _ /,__\^k+ % r»l y"" (fe) ( 4(y)) »
who re * ^1  ^  ^ ^k-1 constants and
,kïo(w,y) = il - %
Now, in view of l e m m  3.5 , and since, by conditions (i) 
and (11) of theorom 3.5 , <Ky) ** 0(1) for y g a ,
$(y) Jo<w,y)
la of bounded variation v/ltb respect to w in the 
range uniformly for ÿ ^ a .
Also, by lemma 3.1 and Leibnitz*s theorem on the different­
iation of a product,
I h f l  t M  «^0
75,
can bo expreasod as a sum of constant mnltlplsa of terms like
qg(w,y) « y’^ ^ •V“1
where * <^2 * * # * » &n non-negative Integers
auoh that
n n1 6 2 = o g >3 va,v»l v-1
and
îo^^'»y) ” W(w) - lAy)}^ •
Now, since, by conditions (!) , (11) and (ill) of 
theorem 3,6
n
V«1
o( y^ y-^ (/(y)}"^ lY(y)r“ .
i3Bt o( (_Y(y) / *
0(1) , since k-r > 0
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in view of lemma 3.6 , qg(w,y) is of bounded variation
with respect to w in the range uniformly for y à a
Hence le of bounded variation with respect to w in the
range .
Consider now Ig . Let
qg(w,t) = ( & ) %  il ■" 4'(t)) .
In view of (3.3.1) and since, by conditions (11) and 
(ill) of theorem 3.5
qg(t, t) = (-1)^^ kl ^(t)
0(1)
in order to show that Xg Is of bounded variation with 
respect to w in the range |^ a,««) , it Is sufficient to
show that
f jd^q3(vi?, t)j < M for t ^ a o t
By lemma 3.1 and Leibnitz*s theorem on the differentiation 
of a product, qg(w,t) can be expressed as a sum of constant 
multiples of terms like
77.
v - 1
where # %  » *  ^ non-negative integers
such that
n n1 6 2 py « 0 5 2^ VPy » n k ,
and
•kc//.„N y/^AT)k-o cj/^\i0o (w,t) «* f^(w) - )2^(t)| "* W ( t #
Mow, since, by conditions (11) and (111) of theozwa 3.5
V'-l
» 0 (tk (Y(t)r t"k ff!f(t)^®) ,
« 0(1) ,
in view of lemma 3.5 , (w,t ) is of bounded variation
with respect to w in the range ft,*>^ ) unifozvnly for t ^ a .
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Henoo Ig Is of bounded variation with respect to w in 
the range «
Hence is of bounded variation with respect
to w in the range «
This completes the proof of theorem 3.6 .
Y9ê
3.4 Proof of theorem 5.6 •
Suppose throughout this section that k is any positive 
non-integral number. W© wish to show that F^(w) is of
bounded variation with respect to w In the range 
whenever w*“ A^(w) la of bounded variation with respect to 
w in the range # Without lose of generality, we
assume that
A(w) » 0 for 0 g w g a ,
and note that it is sufficient to prove that G^(w)
is of bounded variation with respect to w in the 
range ) #
Now, since A]^ (^w) is of bounded variation with respect
to w in the range , we have that
wr
a/ jlç lt"k Ajj(t)l| at « 0(1) . (5,4.1)
In view of lemma 3.3 , it is evident that we can 
express O-j^ (w) in the form
vuf)^ (w)|*‘k c? (w) » î^(w)}“^ / |ji((w) - j^(t)3^ #t)  dA(t) ,a
80.
" r è m  i  ‘
cl ( k&  [t ^  l- dt ,
“ rfcl 1^ + rlk+ïT
where
w a ,* / qi(w»y) x : i - % — I dy a * L y J
where
qj^(wiy) » / w ® t ( ^ - “ '^|}i tk-1 dt ,y
and
h  “ - ^ î ’' *!*>) *" t s { ^ }  "
Consider first . Because of (3#4*1) and since
q%(y#y) =* o , in order to show that is of bounded
variation with respect to w In the range [a,«^ ) , it is
sufficient^. view of lemma 5*4 , to show that
81,
/
y
< M for y à a
Now* In view of lemma 3#9 . ( see (1*3) )
w , - w/ t dt / y t
«* s & ,p+l 1 k du ,
« /w / ^  |P*^ 1 u dt
/  i k r \  11 - ^ dü / (li-v)^'^ yk-1 ^y/u
y/v
*s /  (l-v)^”^ qo(w,y/v)y/w dv
where 
qg(«,z) du
and z « y/v •
ea
Again, in view of lemim 3.4 , since
0
is finite, in order to show that ie of bounded variation
with respect to w in the range , it is sufficient
to show that
09 I/ Id Qp{w,z)l < M for s à a . 
z • ^ ^
Integrating q^(w,z) out by parts, we obtain 
qg(w,z) - C() t(2) ^Q(w,z)
(è-) ( b  "
P _ />. \V I ,+ » C„r=l
where Cq , , . . • , Cp are constants and
»k
Mow, in view of lermna 3.5 , and since, by conditions (i)
and (11) of theorem 3.6 , ^(z) = 0(1) for z ^ a ,
*(%) ^Q(w,z)
is of bounded variation with respect to w in the
range uniformly for z ^ a •
Also, by lemma 3*1 and Leibnitz*© theorem on the different­
iation of a product
----------
can be expressed as a sum of constant multiples of terms like
qg(w,z) = yiz)V^ .V»1 ^
where a*|_ , , • • • , ci^  are non-negative integers
such that
n n1 g a &V « o 6 2 v %  « n g r g p ,
v-1 V«1 ^
and
Now, in view of lemma 3*6 , qg(w,z) is of bounded
variation with respect to w in the rang© £z,«^ ) uniformly 
for z > a , since, by conditions (11) and (ill) of 
theorem 3.6
84.
r-n)(^ ^ )]“''
V-1
as 0 (z^ g-"" M z ) 3 - ^  ^Y(z)3-" ( M V )  ,
0 ( |y(z) / ,
0(1) since m-r > 0  , where
m p+1 if r > n ,k if r - n *
He no© is of bounded variation with respect to w in
the rang© [a,®^ ) .
Oonsidor now Ig . In order to show that Ig is of 
bounded variation with respect to w in the range [a,«^ ) ,
because of (3.4.1) and in view of lemmas 3.4 and 3.8 (1,3) 
it is sufficient to show that
Qlw.t) - b>' /  (l - ,(„)) du
is of bounded variation with respect to w in the 
range uniformly for t à a , and that Q(t,t)
84a*
defined to be lim Q(w,t) , Is bounded#W->t"^
How, for t < u < w 
t" 1 1 - «»)
# ^ +(w) 5(w,u)j
where 5(w,u) — > 0 as w — > t+ uniformly 
for w > u > t «
Hence
kQ(t,t) a r(p+i-k) r(k+i) $(t)
a 0(1)
in view of condition (iv) of theorem 5*6
In view of lemma 2.1 and Lelbnitg}*s theorem on the differ­
entiation of a produot| it is sufficient to show that each 
of the following integrals is of bounded variation with 
respect to w in the range It,^) uniformly for t à a *-
and
whe re
and
t
Ik w
. % du ,v*l
V=1 ^
r r
1 â % = o g % vfL = r É P ,V«1 ^ V«1 ^
p*^ l p*^ l1 6 % 0^ « a ^ 1 vdy « p+1
V»1 v«»l
How, we can write Ign in the form
^21 “ 5 q (w ,u ) (u~t)^”^  ^(p+1) dut
where
ikîo(w,u) » |l - ^
Since, by condition (11) of theorem 3.6
/  It^ (u-t)P“^ dut “
» / 0 11^ dut
and since the latter Integral la finite and Independent
of t , It la clear that, in view of lemmas 3.4 and 3.6
% 1  of bounded variation with respect to w in the
range \tp^ ) uniformly for t ^ a .
Also, we can write Igg in the form
wloo “ / <F (w,u) (u-t)P“^ t (u) l(rf(u )}"^ .
4-
. % f ^ ( u ) ^  ^ duv*»l
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' . a
where
- f((u)Y'~^ [ A ^ ) Y  I
and
r r1 6 % p = a g % vfL = r É P .v«l v=l ^
Since, by conditions (11) and (ill) of theorem 3.6
/  \ Y  (u-t)P*^ du|t • v«l
■a;
» / 0 dat
and, again, since this latter integral is finite and Inde­
pendent of t , it la clear, in view of lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 ,
that Ig2 is of bounded variation with respect to w in
the range [t,<^) uniformly for t à a »
Finally, we write Ip% in the form
^23 ^ (u-t)^*^ $(u) {^(w) -t
• W(%v) - ^ du .v«X
*Since is a positive integer, or aero,
ijz((w) - can be expandeiMby the binomial theorem,
giving
r=K)
w. / (u-t)P*’^  ifSivi) “ .t I
. t(u) ^ du ,V»1
%
where the are the appropriate binomial coefficients :
To the typical integral of the above sum, apply the trans- |
formation %iu « t + v%W » t X
to obtain
• £ji^<t+vx)r 4(t+vx) % .V»1
, yP""^  dv ,
89,
where
1 & p+1% Ô, p+1 % VÔV
It Is sufficient to show that g^(x,t) la of bounded 
variation with respect to x in the range (j),<=<») uniformly 
for t i a , How, we can write q.(%,t) in the form
(1-v)k-»p—X t*^ vx)»*TlFv%r
kkfAt+vx)%k-P-l+#-^r ^ t
lp( t+x) I
W(t+vx) 1 '""^  /^^(ttvx) V  
yaX (t+V%jj 7'(t+Vx) / dv
low
/  {l-v)^”P*^ dv0 .
is finite, and each of
90.
(3.4-*> fefelk
and
(3.4.6) %v»l
( f izf( t+v%) V ) ( t+v*) \  V
^  t #  ( t^vxTI ?**rt^vx) /
ai»e of bounded variation with respect to x in the
range [O,^) uniformly for 0 < v < 1 and t ^ a J
(3.4.2) , because of condition (v) (a) of theorem 3.6
(3.4*3) , because of condition (v) (b) of theorem 5.6
since iBüpf-l*^ iJt'^ r > 0 ;
(3.4.4) , because it is a bounded monotonie non-deoreasing 
function of x in the range [o,®«) uniformly 
for 0 < V < 1 and t ^ a. ;
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(3.4.5) , because of condition (iv) of theorem 3.6 ; 
and
(3.4.6) , because of condition (ill) (b) of theorem 3,6 ,
Hence, in view of lemma 3,4 , Igg is of bounded variation 
with respect to % in the range ) uniformly
for 0 < V < 1 and t à a •
Hence Ig is of bounded variation with respect to w in
the range •
Hence G^(w) is of bounded variation with
respect to w in the range |a,«^ ) ,
This completes the proof of theorem 3,6 •
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3,5 Proof of theorem 3,7 ,
In view of the results of lemma 3i6 , the proof of
theorem 3,7 is immediate ,
93» %
3*6 Proof of theorem 5a8 *
It can readily be shown that, if the hypotheses of 
theorem 3*8 are true, then the hypotheses of theorem 3.7 
are satisfied with y(w) » ^(w) / (w) ,
94, il
3,7 Proof of theorem 3,9 *
Firstly, as Guha |[lO^  has done in the case when k is 
a positive integer, with the aid of results, already quoted, 
by Chandraeokharan ( theorem 1.7,2 ) and by Tatchell 
( theorem 3.1 or 1.3.2 ) , theorem 3.8 can be immediately 
extended to cover logarithmioo-exponentia1 functions, ^{m) , 
satisfying the hypothesis
It remains, therefore, to consider the ease of a logarith- 
inloo-ezponentlal function, ^(w) , satisfying the hypothesla
that la
4 M .
[^ lOj U »G»Quha. "Convergence factors for Rieaz aummabllity". 
Journal London Math. Soo.. 31, (1956), 311 - 319 .
(7 0#
Thon, In view of lemma 5.8 , we can conclude that there 
is a positive Integer r such that
6y(w) X  ^(w) ^  » (5.7.1)
How, supposa that
4(w) « e^l9(w)l . (5.7.2)
Then, from (5.7.1) and (5*7*2) 
w ^  0(w) ^  0^ #
that is
log W log 0(w) ^  w ,
and, therefore, by lemma 5.9 ,
- 4  4  1 . (5.7.3)W
How, in view of (5.7.2) and (5.7.5) , we can make 
repeated applications of the extension to theorem 5.8 
already stated, and conclude that
O. «X»
% a_ lÿ(X^ ) is summable ÎR,^(\),kj whenever 2 a_ is n=l ^ ^ n=l ^
summable |R,X,k) , where
1>(w) » ww***eiQ(w) ^ (eol0(w)i)^(ex|6(w)lf.....(e^_x*0(w)3f
4 M 1 k*" |w (w)J *
by (3.7.2) .
This completes the proof of theorem 3.9 
This argument is due to Guha
[lOj U.G.Guha. '^Convergence factors for Ries3 summability". 
Journal London Math. 800., 31, (1956), 311 - 319 .
Chapter IV.
Strong Hies25 SuiMiabillty.
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4.1 Introduotioxi*
In this ohapter, we seek conditions sufficient for the 
truth of the proposition
: % a_ is summable |R.gf(X).k1 whenevern«l “
tm
2 is summable fR.X.kl »n»i “ •-
The following theorems, all due to Srivastava, are known t
Theorem 4.1 .
If j2j»(w) « and +(w) « , then F3 •
This is a particular case of a more general theorem t
see theorems 1^3i3 or 1^3.4 , or [8I] .
Theorem 4.2 .
## .*
2 a_ is summable fH.X*k+ôl whenever E a isn=l ^  ^ : n«l ^ ~
summable |li,X,kj , for every 0 ^ 0 .
This is a reinstatement of theorem 1.1.3 : see £20] •
[91] P.Srivaatava. "Theorems on strong Riesz summabtlity", 
quarterly Journal Math#. (8), 11, (1960), 829 - 240 .
\20j P.Srivastàva. "On strong Riessian sumraability of Infinite
series", Proc. Hat. Inst. Bci. India. 23, A, (1957)^ 68 - 71 .
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Theorem 4.3 .
(1) Suppose that k jUa a positive integer.
If (a) $(w) « 1 ,
(b) X t^ dt « 0|jzf(w)| for w ^ a  ,a
then ?3 •
( 11 ) Suppose that k any positive non~integral number 
greater than 1 •rniU m m m m ytm m tim m m m  rnmmmmrntimm
If (a) ^(w) » 1 ,
wf*
a
and either
(o.l) (w) Ijs monotonie non^deowasing; for w ^ a ,
or
(c.8) jrf* (w) i£ monotonie non*»increasing for w ât a
and w j#*(w) = for w ^ a ,
then ?3 «
See [l9j , theorem 1 •
[19] P.Srivaatava. "On the second theorem of consistency for
strong Ries2 summability", Indian Journal Math.. 1, (1968),
1 - 16 .
IQQé
This is similar to Hirst’s theorem for ordinary Hiesz 
summabllity jisj which is true, in the non-integral case, 
for all k • Srivastava, however, gives a caunter»-example 
to shdw that, for 0 < k < 1 , there is a series which is 
summable [R,X,kJ , but is not summable [B,log X,kJ •
See 9 theorem 2 •
From this theorem, we can immediately deduce
Corollary 4«3.1 ^
For all k ^ 1 ,
if (i) ^(w) ^  a logarithmico-expQnential function
(ii) 4(w) ^ O(w^) , where ô > 0 ,
(iii) *(w) « 1 ,
then Pg .
K.A.Hirst. "On the second theorem of consistency in the 
theory of summation by typical means", Proo. London Math. 
Bocé. ( 2 ) ,  33, (1 9 3 2 ) ,  363 -  566 .
[19] P.Srivaatava. "On the second theorem pf consistency for
strong Hiesz summabllity", Indian Journal Math.. 1, (1968), 
l - X . .  '
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We prove the following theorems  ^
Theorem 4 #.4 •
»For .all k > 0
if (i) ^(w) ^  a logarithmioo-GXDonential funotion ,
) w 1
Ik{ill) ♦(w) « ,
then Fg # 
and
Theorem 4.5 .
For all k è 1 ,
' '''■’■■■/ ' '  ^ ' ' - if (!) p(w) la a logarlthmico-exponential function ^
(11) g
(ill) ♦(») “ W WIw p*''(wyî # 
then Pg .
It is important to note the different ranges of order in 
these two theorems*
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4*2 Lemmas*
The following lemma are required 5- 
Lemma 4*1 *
The . derivative of |f (t)^®^ is a, sum of ^  nmaber of
terms like
V«1
where  ^ • * * , 0*^  ^ are non*»negative integers such
that , n n1 £ S av » <5 £ % va^ » n *v-1 v«l ^
If m is a positive integer* then a ^  m *
This is a reinstatement of lemim 2.1 .
Lemma 4*2 .
If 0( t) ^ 0 , m > 0 and m-n > 0  , then the two
assertions
w
(i) / 6(t) dt « o(w^)0
and
(ii) / t*“^  0( t) dt = o(w^*^)0
are equivalent, it being assumed that both 
converge at the origin*
103,
Proof*
Assume that (1) holds ; then 
w/ t~^ 8(t) dt0
W I W I ^/ 0( t) dt I + n / t""^ ~ dt I / 6(u) du0 ^ 0 io
w -* o + n / dt0
The converse follows in a similar manner if the integrand
in (ii) is multiplied by t^ •
Compare lemma 2 in [9^ •
Lemma 4.3 *
o« **
8 a„ = 3 [R,X,k] If and only If 2 a„ « s (H,k,k)n»l ” I. —  n=l “
and / dx 1 x”^ /  (x-t)^"^ t dA(t)l “ o(w)0 0 '
t®) M.GlàtfAQld, "On strong Rieazlan aummability", Proo. Glasgow 
Math. Aasoo.. 3, (1967), 123 - 131 .
"Proof*
X ^We have B^(x) ® / (x-t) t dA(t) : hence0
dx
/ t dA( t)
dA(t)s
dA(t)
dx
where
/  (x-t)“ dA(t)
10&
Also, we have that
w ./ - Q J dx
w
- i ^  " °k
and
wdx *^ / jO^(x)0 dx I
(4.2a)
dx
XNow as
and this Implies that
w o(w)
Also
o(w)
; :
Hence, In view of (4.2#1) , if 2 a_ = s (H,X,k) , andn=l ^
T  I -k ' % '/ |x Br_ i(x)l dx « o(w) , we can deduce that 0 *
S a_ = s lR,X,kJ . n=l ^
Conversely, if 2 a ® s j[H,X,kJ , by theorem 1*2.1 ,n-1
2 a_ - s (H,X,k) : hence, in view of (4.2*2) , wen«l ^
w . . Ican deduce that / 1 x* B,  ^(x)| dx - o(w) ,Q a 1%“*X
For a similar result on strong Oesaro summability, 
see [l6l , theorem 5 •
Lemma 4.4 .
Assuming: the expressions below have a meaning,êwWMntunfii.fctiiii i i kifW \ #,w*m i%, I #1 MW wm m m m rnnv^Mmm  M»      wWi#
W(i) if %{W) » / f;|^ (w,t) g%( t) dt ,
1^ 16] J.M.Hyglop. "Note on the strong summability of series", 
Froo. Glasgow Math* Assoc*. 1, (1952-53), 16 - 20 *
« r wthen /  jdOj^ (w)| g bd j|^ |f]_(t,t)| + / Jd^fj^Cwjt)
1(11) If Cfg(w) = J fg(w,t) gg(t) dt ,
W , wthen f ldG„(w)\ g bd / ld„f„(w,t)| . a ^ 0<t<l a ^  ^
1/ 1k«( t)l dt 0
This result is similar to lemma 3*4 and is proved in a 
similar fashion* Bee, also, [19] , lemma 5 *
Lemma 4*5 *
($y tf t f^it) / , is non-negative monotonie
û2a=ââ£EÊâËiSi? t à a , : ^ n
i;
[l9] P.Brivaatava* "On the second theorem of consistency for
strong Ries2 summability", Indian Journal Math*» 1, (1958), 
1 - 16 *
'" ' 108..
^l(y) = 18 .a monotonie n o n - ^
oreasing function of j in the range [0,*») 
for 0 < V < 1 and u à »
(ii) If t (t) / /(t) ia non-negative monotonieIJ lu in -.x  fiwwim  m „
B22zâîÇ£eS£âi2E t à a , thenM'mw w A# ■» w w*»
Fg(y) » is a monotonia non- inore a a ing
function of y in the rangeI 'I     Ml ^  m#"## .wiiiwmmtjmug iiiiinm; i fciilninin t--
for 0 < V < 1 and u 1 a .wwe*4s*s«^ ’O T  ^
This is a re-statement of lemma 3.6
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4*3^  Proof of theorem 4.4 .
We assume, without loss of generality, that the sum of the 
series is zero, and that
A(w) « 0 for 0 c w fC a .
In view of theorem 1.2.1 , since 2 a Isn=l ^
summable we can deduce that 2 a isn-1 ^
summable (R,X,k) , and, in view of theorem 2.3 , that
o«
2 a 4^ (X ) is summable (R,/(X),k) . Hence, in view ofn»l
lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 , it is sufficient for the proof of 
theorem 4.4 , to show that 
w/ dx = o • (4.5.1)a
Now, in view of lemma 4.2 , since 2 a isn«l ^
summable to sum zero, we have that
w j  ./ I dx « o(w ) . (4.3.2)
Also, from the conditions of theorem.4.4 , we can deduce the 
following for w ^ a (see appendix)
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w"k tiif(w)l^"P V  1 (4.3.3)
l-4fr^| ^  1 for n = 1, 8,..., p+1 (4.3.4)^ M w j  1 (w) 
k  ^ f w ) 1 ^ Ww if (wT I $(w) -4 1 for n « 0, 1^»**, p+i (4.8*5:
(1) Suppose that k la a positive integer. How
3C» / %pf(%) - ^(t) $(t) dA(t)a
can be expressed as a sum of constant multiples of
Ajç^ 3^ (x ) *(%) jrf(x) |jzfMx)|^"^
and
*k - i( t)  ( I r f  -  i^(t)i^~^ i^(t) $(t)) dt
No^ y, In view of (4.3.8) and (4.3.3) . we have that 
/ ÿf' (x) |Ajj_x(x) 4i(x) jrf(x) lyf» (x)3*^ “^| dx
/  |Au .i (x )| (ly^(x)î^ x -^ Cirf»(x)r^) /(X) W'(x))^ dx
/  |Afe.i(x)l x“^ W(x)3^"^ dx
111# ’ :
» o / ,  (4.3.6)
Also, in view of lemma 4*1 and Leibnitz*8 theorem oh the 
differentiation of a product
/ Av^^(t) ( « V  / |fzf(x) - çi{t)Ÿ^"^ ^(t) t(t)| dt% dC^X- / ^a '
can be expressed as a sum of constant multiples of Integrals 
of types
I(x) = /  A. -(t) W(x) - ^(t)f-:^-'" |^(k-r.m)(^) .
a
« V«1
where * ^2 * * * *  ^ ^r non^negative Integers such
that r r2 Uy « f.t t 3 Vtty » r v«l v»l
0 â p 6 k-1 ; 0 6 É r A k
and
0 & m ^ k-r .
w
% : \ C  .. . . . I  ..- :  : ' . . L  . : \ c  A '  y  ;  y  \  ^ - v  - ÿ
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Now, in view of (4#3#3) , (4#3*4) and (4.3.5) ,
w/ jz(*(x) |l(x)| dxa
l"*k+r+m
r dt
gfl/ (x) dx / I a a
fi+1 dt
w& M/ ÿ^' (x) a
SK O (4.3.7)
Henoe, in view of (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) , we can deduce
that (4.3.1) Is true.
This completes the proof for Integer values of k .
' ■-■'’ .'-il' -k< ■Î'"- >'r' jr- - ■ W . ^
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(11) Suppose that k Is any positive non-integral number# 
The oondition (4*3.1) that we must prove, can be written as 
wf*
a
i .
/ |d^^|j.(x)j *« o I » (4*3*8)
How,, in view of lemma 4.1 and Lelbnlta^s theorem on the 
differentiation of a product,
XJj.(x) » / p^f(x) « jz((t)l^  /( t) $(,t) dA(t) a
» (-11?^^ f  Ap(t) /-Is] ( |l^ {x) - }({t) $(t)j dt
ti a
can be expressed as a sum of constant multiples of Integrals 
of the- forms
XJ(x) “ /  A (t) Q(x,t) dt 
where
V“1
where p., , p , . . . , p are non-negative integers suchi3»
that
s r
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r r0 é S p « fi Ê 3 vp = r g p+1 v=l ^ v=l
and . . . .
0 g m p+l-r .
Noir, v/e bave that
XJ(x) » / A (t) Q(x^t) dta ^
X X
S3 rT^îric)' ^ du / Q(x,t) (t-u)P”^ dt
ss X ?■r(p+l-k) Ajj^n(u) q£(x,u) dua
where
\
We define
q-(x,u) » / Q(x,t) (t-u)^**^ dt *u
Qx(u#u) - lîm q-t(x,u)
Now, for X > t
Q.(x,t) =* (x-t)^ ^ ^ ^(x) fi^ (x) 4- 5(x,t) ^
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where ô(x,t) •^> 0 as x --*> t4- , uniformly for t à a
Hence
q^(u,u) » r(k-p) r(p+l-k) fiiu) *(u) f/’(u)}
» o[vi-^ {liiu)]^) ,
Therefore
hd Iq. (u,u)l « .a<u<w I ^
k
Hence, In view of lemma 4*4 (i) and (4*5*2) , in order to 
prove that 
wI*
a
it is sufficient to prove that
w . %
/ jdJ(x)j « $
qo{w) » ïï3t / Id / Q(x,t) ( t#"u)^"^ dt Ia<u<w u * u *
S3
'TV-- ,• •?■■■ ?*ov'>':
■ '
To this last integral, apply the transformation
X « u ** y
t « u v y
Hence, in view of lemma 4*4 (ii) , and since
/  vP"*' (l-v)^"P“^ dv0
is finite.
« w-u 1m  / Id /a<u<w G ' y 0 |y(l“V)î Pm L  vP-k (l-v)k-P-l dv
0 SI Sd /"'"id I .a<u<w 0<v<l 0 I y •
83 0
*® 0  ^
bd bd I(ia<u<w 0<v<l 0 I ^ |y(l-v)}
_  ^  w-ubd bd / d^  ^ P(y,u,v) B(y,u,v)a<u<w 0<v<l 0 * ^
'S
zijfliLLZb I iÀiij;iii-ïïa/:ÿkisûiîSI
• ;
where B(y,u,v) ia the product of 
(4.3*9) ( ,
and
and P(y,u,v) - ^ ^(y,u,v) is the product of
:r:;-
(4,3,11) u+y) - fHu+vy
P+l-k
(4.3.32) 1 - (utvy ) ^ p^ l**^ ^
p-r-m
(4.3*14) % 0» (u+vy gf(utvy)u+vy
v-^a. \^v
and
(4.3.15) t^®^(u+vy) fk-m (u+vy)^ ,
where
0 6 % p,v=l M ^ V0 » r g p+1v-1 ^
and
0 4 m g p+l-r .
■■ ' vYf: ' .. - ; .h Jr.,-:
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low^ in view of (4*3#3) , it is claàr that (4.3.10) is 
a monotonie non-deoreasing funotion of y in the range 
[^ 0,v/-u^  uniformly for 0 < v < 1 and u ^ a #
Henoo^ since fi(t) , is a. monotonie non-de ore a sing function - 
for- t à< a , S(y,U,y) is a monotonia non-dec.re.asing 
function of y • in the range [ o u n i f o r m l y  for 
0 < y < 1 and ^ a , and its total variation with respect 
to y , ,ln; the range |^ 0,v/-uj , ,ip, at. most'
From condition (ii) of theorem 4*4 , we can dëduce that 
both t t) / ( t) and t ( t) / pl(t) are non?*negative
non«^decreasing functions of t for t à a , and, hbnoe, 
that the results of lemma 4.6 hold under the hypotheses 
of theorem 4.4 .
Thus, is of bounded variation with respect
to y in the range |^0,w-u] uniformly for 0 < v < 1 
and u è a , since each of (4.3.11) , (4.3*12) , (4*3.13) , 
(4.3*14) and (4.3.15) are of bounded variation with 
respect to y in the range [p,w-u] uniformly for 
0 < V < 1 and u ^ a ,
—
■; - %  ' 118.
(4.5.11) , because of lemma 4.5 (1) and since p+l-k > 0 ,
(4.5.12) , because of lemma 4.5 (11) and since p+1-# > 0
and # > 0 ,
(4*5.15) and (4.5.14) , because of (4.5.4) , and 
(4.5*15) , because of (4.5.6) •
Hence, we can deduce that
qg(w)
w-ubd bd / Id P(y,u,v) 8(y,u,v) a<u<w 0<v<l 0 ^
w-u01^ bd bd I bd |P(y,u,v)| . /  |d S(y,u,v) a<u<w 0<v<l Lo<y<w-u 0 ^
w-u+ bd |B(y,u,v)| . / id P(y,u,v) 0<y<w-u 0 ^
Hence, we can deduce that (4.5.8) is true
This completes the proof of theorem 4.4 .
. s. '* I-*- . . . -
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4.4 Proof of theorem .4*5.
The proof of theorem 4.4 can be modified to prove
o>d
If 2 is summable fR,X,k] and if is an«l ^
logarithraico-exponential fanation, tending to a non-zero 
finite limit as w tends to infinity,
then Z ) is summable fR,X,kl .n-1 ^
Using this and results already quoted ( theorem 4.1 and 
corollary 4.5*1 ) , for all k x 1 , we can extend theorem 4.4 
to cover logarithmico-exponential functions, fi{v) , satisfy­
ing the condition
Iw
It therefore remains to consider the case of a logarithmico 
exponential function, , satisfying the condition
^  ^ •
For this, the argument, due to Giiha flO] , is the same 
as that used in section 5.7 , and is not repeated.
U..O,.auha* "Convergence factors for Ries» summability". 
Journal London Math-. Sou., 31, (1956), 311 - 319 .
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Appendix#
"x'.'./ , " 4<-
12Ÿ.
Given (1) /i^ (w) la a logarithmlco-exponentlal function.
1w
f(w)
1 ,
,w (w)f *
we wish to prove that
(A) w"^
{ ■ ^ ^ }  ^ ( w T^ 4  i for n ® 0, 1, * * # ,
(C) 1*^ >k-n
for n - 0, 1, *.# , p+1 *
Proofs#
(A) We have w^ A l z lp(w)
On integrating, we obtain that
log w ^  log J2^(W) ,
and hence that
ISBi
w“ -4 ,
where M is any positive number# Hence
^(w) y  1 ,
and choosing M to be k / (k-p) ,
y 1 .
(B) The result is trivial in the cases n « 0 and n = 1 # 
On diffarentiatihg
4f7 -^* ^  w , (which is obtained from condition (il) )(w) .
we obtain that
which is result (B) in the case n = 8 .
Assume that the result holds in the case n « N-1 # Hence
On differentiating this, we obtain that
129*
#(w) +
P ^  -// XX.ÎJ-2 ^
j^V(w)>^ * üjf(w) V.(.w) + liLlll^®
**-1 igf»(w)|28S
since
1*0 * I p’ { w) J ( w)
That is, if the result holds in the case n » N-1 , then it 
holds in the case n » N * But the result holds in the 
oases n « 0, 1, 8 # Hence it is true in the oases 
n « 0 ,  1, ... , p-’^l #
(0) We have
$(w) 3SJt (w) I
Using Faa di Bruno’s theorem (see, e.g., lemma 2.1 } , 
for n » 1, 2, ... , p-^ 1 , (w) can be expressed as a
sum of constant multiples of terms like
where are non-negative Integers such
that n n1 6 2 Uv » o A 2 vuy « n •v«l ^ v=l
Also, by Leibnltgs’s theorem on the differentiation of a 
product,
I k ) '  (
can be expressed as a sum of constant multiples of terms like
Where i , j are integers such that
0 6 i 6 V ; 0 ^ J V-i ,
which, in turn, can be expressed as a sum of constant 
multiples of terms like
m=l ^
where Pi # Pg # Pj ere non-negative integers such
that
j j0 6 s p » s 2 mp_ " j , m=l “
131*
Henoe, using result (B) ,
,(.) u  .-1-1 Mi*.'»’’-*-''
W v-3>TPX ' ( w)I
9 ,-1-1 l ? T ^ T
M ÿ j 'w/
v-1
w
using condition (il) . Hence
k-o v-l\°v
- 4 »w
k-o Y/-0
that is
.k C # k-nw) ^(n) 1
